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Transparency is key! It's important to have a conversation with your entire
team about starting SalonScale and how it will benefit the salon. 

Tell your team that SalonScale will enable you price so that the time for
services is covered plus everything leaving the back bar! The app will also your
team to store formulas used on clients and create order forms based on
usage, so no more counting tabs.

SalonScale will also help to bring more cash into the business, meaning you're
able to reinvest in them, such as providing more education opportunities and
team activities. 

TEAM
SALONSCALE TO YOUR

COMMUNICATING

Successfully communicate SalonScale to your team in

THREE EASY STEPS

HOST A STAFF MEETING

Show your team how a session works in the app. Start by selecting a client, to
weighing color, and finding the final value of the color mixed in your bowl.
You can also demonstrate how to find past sessions and used formulas. 

We recommend showing your team just how much a toner costs your salon,
a bonder, a gloss or a scoop of bleach will cost your business. 

Let your team know you are doing this together, set a date you as a team will
go live with SalonScale. This allows your team time to get comfortable adding
SalonScale to their routine. 

Create an execution strategy together, and go over how to talk to clients! Pick
a couple of dates to check in and celebrate your success!

SET A DATE TO GO LIVE

SHOW HOW SALONSCALE WORKS

Hair color is 3 times
the amount of alcohol

per ounce!

On average we use 10
times the amount of

color we did 10 years ago

Color corrections can
have as much as $89

of hair color 

3x 10x $89
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